Notes from the TC-HFAS meeting 2008-10-04 in San Francisco.

Minutes from last meeting
The minutes form the last meeting in the committee were briefly discussed. Only two persons of the current meeting attended the former.

Attendance
Eight persons participated in the meeting. A list was circulated and new members have subsequently been added to the mailing list.

Current Trends
It is a task of the technical committee to write and maintain a document of current trends within the field of the TC. Current, the HFAS TC does not provide such a document.

Workshops/Tutorials
The most visible task of the TC is to propose and plan workshops and tutorials. For the next couple of Conventions, we will propose the following:

For Munich, the 126th Convention:

Audio-Haptic Interaction
Contact: Durand Begault

Production Tools
Contact: Soeren H. Nielsen

The deadline for proposing a workshop for the Munich Convention is mid-November 2008.

For New York, the 127th convention:

No Audio-Haptic Workshop

Audio Interfaces in the Far Future

Some possible panelists:

Jay Leboeuf
Jeremy Cooperstock
Euphonics Folks

During a discussion of alternative user interfaces, Jörn Loviscach mentioned that intelligent Audio FX were discussed in the Semantic Audio TC meeting at this Convention.